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Just in twine
Wire ropes are becoming larger, as Bridon launches its expanded multi-strand range. Large
diameter rope swagers are on the horizon from American Halo. Verope has also presented its ultra
flexible new swaged rope.
Bridon
Pushing forward large diameter rope
technology, Bridon has launched a new
facility that will make larger and
improved Hydra ropes for offshore
applications.
In recent months the company has
been constructing a state-of-the-art
manufacturing facility, Bridon Neptune
Quay, in the UK, for the purpose of
making the largest and most complex
multi-strand ropes in the world, it says.
The Hydra multi-strand rope range,
designed for use in offshore applications
including A&R winches and heavy lifting
and construction, will be expanded.

Bridon says it now has the capability
to make these ropes far more complex
than previously possible, with piece
weights of up to 600t and diameters of up
to 250mm. They will boast optimised
bend fatigue performance, torsional
stability, and enhanced crush resistance.
The company will also offer custom
multistrand ropes engineered for specific
applications. The engineered ropes will be
able perform at the highest level within
the most challenging environments.
Hydra ropes from Bridon Neptune
Quay will be available for shipping from
January 2013.

Bridon’s Hydra is larger

Verope
The Swiss based steel wire rope company
Verope says it has great news for wire
rope users in the construction
industry, with the launch of Verotop
XP, a rotation resistant, swaged
version of the Verope bestseller
Vero-top P.
Verotop XP has a very high
breaking strength and
excellent bending fatigue
characteristics, the company
says.
The new swaged 16 strand
rope consists of 35 strands and
229 wires. Having such a large
number of elements makes the
rope extremely flexible, Verope
says.
The swaging of the outer strand layer,
providing a smooth wire rope surface,
offers increased resistance against drum
crushing in applications with multiple
layer spooling.
The company said that the swaged
rope’s performance characteristics have
been proven by testing in the field
bending fatigue tests.
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Verotop XP provided superior
performance compared with non-swaged
rope designs in field trials on drilling and
pile driving equipment, the company said.
It is now available to buy on the
international market.
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